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ABSTRACT 
It is first established that there exist linear manifolds of branched affine structures having certain 
nonpolar branch divisors and simple polar divisors on an arbitrary compact Riemann surface M 
of genus g_> I. When g_>2, it is shown that these linear manifolds form a complex analytic vector 
bundle over the manifold of simple polar divisors on M. When g = 1, elliptic functions are used to 
construct certain projective structures on M. A partial determination is made as to which of these 
projective structures are affine nd which are not. 
Unbranched projective and affine structures on compact Riemann surfaces, 
and their geometric realizations as deformations of  covering groups, were first 
constructed by Gunning [3, 4]. Subsequently, the general theory of  unbranched 
deformations of  Fuchsian groups was developed by Kra [8, 9, 10, 11]. Branched 
projective and affine structures on surfaces o f  genus g> 1 were described by 
Mandelbaum [13]; branched deformations o f  Fuchsian groups have been 
studied more recently [15, 16]. However, the question of  existence of  aff ine 
structures with arbitrary branch divisor remains unresolved, although it is easily 
shown that the branch divisor degree must be even (see Lemma 2). Moreover,  
branched projective and aff ine structures on surfaces of  genus g = 1 have receiv- 
ed little consideration to present. 
In this paper, the existence of  certain branched projective structures on an 
arbitrary compact Riemann surface M of genus g = 1 is shown by the construc- 
tion with elliptic functions of  corresponding classes of  integrable projective 
connections. A partial determination is made as to which of  the projective 
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structures obtained have subordinate affine structures and which do not. Let- 
ting M be of genus g_  1, the existence of linear manifolds of affine structures 
with certain choices of fixed nonpolar branch divisor and of fixed simple polar 
divisor is proved. When g >__ 2, variation of the simple polar divisor yields bijec- 
tions between families of affine structures with fixed nonpolar branch divisor 
and certain complex analytic vector bundles over the manifold of allowable 
polar divisors. 
We now proceed to give some preliminary definitions followed by our 
findings. 
It is henceforth assumed, unless we restrict further, that M is an arbitrary 
compact Riemann surface of genus g_> 1 with universal covering space S and 
covering group G. Hence, M=S/G.  Recall that S=C and G is a group of 
translations by a lattice L(o91, o92) = {n o91 + m co 2, V(n, m) ~ Z × Z, with 
Im(o92/o91) > 0} if g = 1, whereas S= U (the upper half-plane) and G is a finite- 
ly generated Fuchsian group of the first kind if g> 1 [1, 2, 12]. 
Let F be a fixed fundamental set for G, chosen so that F ° is a fundamental 
region. 
DEFINITION 1. (i) The pair (7",f) is a v-deformation of G (v=l  or 2) 
[3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16] if:
a) f :  S~P is meromorphic and 7' is a homomorphism from G into M6b 
(=PL(2,C)) if v = 2 or into GA(1,C) (the complex affine group of dimen- 
sion 1) if v= 1, with f and 7" satisfying foA(z)= 7"(A)of(z) VA ~G and 
Vz ~ S, and 
b) there exists a finite set of points {piEF, Vi= 1 . . . . .  N} such that f i s  a local 
homeomorphism on S-{Api, Vi= 1 ..... N, VA ~ G} and f i s  a locally m i - 
- to -1  covering mapping (mi>l )  at branch points Api, VA~G,  
V i= I , . . . ,N .  
(ii) Two v-deformations (7"1,fl) and (7"2, f2) of G are v-equivalent if there 
is a transformation B e M6b if v = 2 or B ~ GA(1, C) if v = 1 such that f2 = 
=Bof i  (and hence 7"2(A) =B ° 7"I(A)oB -1, VA ~G). 
(iii) The divisor B = ~iN~ (mi - 1)Pi, p ieF  Vi= 1, ... ,N  is called the branch 
divisor in F of the v-equivalence class (v = 1 or 2) of the v-deformation (7",f) 
in (i). When v = 1, the divisor )~ = (df)e of df in F is called the affine divisor in 
F of this 1-equivalence class. Here, deg00 = 2g-  2. 
For any meromorphic function f, recall that 01f=f" / f '  and that O2f= 
= (O i l ) ' -  ½(Olf) 2 is the Schwarzian derivative [1, 3, 41. 
DEFINITION 2. (i) A meromorphic function ~0 :S~P is a v-connection for G 
(v= 1 or 2) [3, 4, 13, 15] if~o(Az). (A'(z))V+OvA(z)=~o(z)VzeS, VA eG, and 
~0 has poles at only a finite number of points in F. 
(ii) A v-connection ~0 for G (v = 1 or 2) is integrable [13,15] if there exists a 
v-deformation (7",f) of G satisfying Ovf(Z)= ¢(z)Vz e S. 
DEFINITION 3. (i) A 2-connection ~o has branch divisor B= ~N (Pi-- 1)Pi in 
F, with/a i ~ Z + - { 1 } and distinct Pi ~ F Vi = 1 ..... N, if (0 is holomorphic on 
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S-  {Ap i, VA e G, Vi= 1 .... ,N} and ¢p has Laurent expansions 
1 - p____~i 2 fl(~- 1, i) 
(1) ~0(zi)= 2zi2 + zi + ""' 
where zi are unbranched analytic local coordinates satisfying z i (AP i  ) =0. 
(ii) A 1-connection e has affine divisor 
/ m n 
X = 2 (ri-  1)Pi+ 2 (v j -  1)qj+ 2 (-2)sk in F, 
i=1 j= l  k=l  
with r i e Z + - { 1 }, vje Z - - { - 1 } and distinct Pi, qj and s k e F V i, j, k if 10 is 
holomorphic on S-{Ap i ,  Aqj, Ask, VA e G, Vi, j, k} and ¢p has Laurent ex- 
pansions 
r i -1 
(2) O(zi) = + a(o, i) + "'" 
Zi 
(3) ~o(zj) = v j -  1 +fl(o,J) + ... 
zj 
-2  
(4) (o(Zk) = + 7(0, k) + "", 
Zk 
where zi, zj, and Zk are unbranched analytic local coordinates atisfying 
Zi (APi ) = zj(Aqj) = Ze(Ask) = O. 
Integrability of a v-connection tpimplies, but is not necessarily implied by, 
the existence for ~o f a branch divisor B in F i f  v = 2 (respectively, affine divisor 
Z in F if v = 1) and also implies that B (resp., Z) is the branch divisor (resp., 
affine divisor) in F of any 2-deformation (resp., 1-deformation) (q/, f )  satisfy- 
ing 02f=~o (resp., O~f=~o). ~o is integrable iff for each zeF  there is a 
neighborhood U(C S) of z and a meromorphic solution f=fu  of Ovf= ~o valid 
in U, i.e., iff ~0 is locally integrable at all z e F. Local integrability must hold 
[13,15] for a v-connection (v= 1 or 2) where it is holomorphic and for a 
1-connection at any simple pole of form (2) but need not hold for a 
2-connection at a double pole of form (1) or for a 1-connection at a simple pole 
of form (3) or (4). For detailed definitions of branched affine and projective 
structures and their divisors, see [13]. 
We are now in a position to state 
LEMMA 0. (Mandelbaum [13], Roy [15]) There is a canonical bijection bet- 
ween {integrable 2-connections (respectively, 1-connections)for G with branch 
divisor B (resp., affine divisor X) in F} and { projective (resp., affine) structures 
on M with branch divisor n*(B) (resp., affine divisor n*(X))}, where n* is the 
map on divisors induced by the covering map n : S--,M. 
For affine structures on an arbitrary surface of genus g>_ 1 we obtain 
LEMMA 1. Every affine structure on M with affine divisor 
Z *= ~ (r i-  1)pi+ ~ (vj- 1)qj+ ~ (-2)sk, ri> 1, Vj'c~ -- 1Vi, j ,  
i=1 j= l  k=l  
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has branch divisor 
B*= ~ (ri-1)Pi+ ~ (Ivjl-a)qj 
i=1 j= l  
of even deg(B*) > 2g - 2. 
REMARK 1. For an affine structure with exactly one branch point Pl, 
deg(x*)=2g-2_>0 [13] implies that Pl is nonpolar and Lemma 1 implies that 
Pl has odd ramification order r~ >_ 2g-  1. 
PROOF. It is clear that B* is the branch divisor. Note that 
l 
deg(x*) = E (ri- 1)+ ~ (v j -  1) -2n=2g-2  
i= I  /=1 
and 
l 
deg(B*)= ]~ ( r i -1 )+ ~ (Ivj l -1).  
i=t j=l 
Therefore 
deg(B*)=2g-2 +2n+ ~ (Ivj[-vj) 
j= l  
=2g-2+2n+2 ~ Ivjl 
j= l  
_>2g- 2, 
and deg(B*) is even. I [ 
Existence of affine structures on arbitrary surfaces of genus g>__l is 
guaranteed by 
THEOREM 1. Let B*= E;=~ (r j -  1)pj* (n_ l )  and D*= E N=t S* (N>-O) be 
non-negative divisors on M such that card {PT, s*, Vi, j} =n + N, deg(B*) is 
even and satisfies 2g - 2 _< deg(B*) _ 4g -  2, deg(D*) = (deg(B*) - (2g - 2))/2 
(=N) ,  and the index of  speciality i(D*) is minimal, i.e., i (D*)=g-deg(D*). 
Then {integrable 1-connections with affine divisor x=B-2D in F, where 
rr *(Z) = X * = B * - 2D * } is a (nonempty) g-deg(D *) dimensional complex linear 
manifoM. 
REMARK 2. Theorem 1 and Lemma 0 together imply that there is a g- 
deg(D*) = 2g-1 -  deg(B*)/2 complex parameter family of affine structures 
with affine divisor X* on M. If g=l ,  B*=2p~, and D*=s~p~,  then 
Theorem 1 asserts that there is a unique structure on M having affine divisor 
X*=2p~'-2s~. As D*=s~ is varied over M-{p~},  we obtain a 1-parameter 
family of projective structures to be described later by the deformations fk in 
Theorem 3. 
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REMARK 3. Observe that the special case D*= 0 (or, equivalently, deg(B*)= 
=2g-2)  of  Theorem 1 is Theorem 5 of [13]. 
PROOF. Observe that deg(g)= deg(g*)= 2g-2  and that X and Z* contain no 
terms of  the form -1  .p. Thus, an argument analogous to the proof  of 
Theorem 5 in [13] establishes the existence of a 1-connection ~¢0 ..... 0) for G 
with affine divisor • in F. The most general 1-connection with affine divisor 
X is q'q, ..... /g)=qs(0 ..... 0)+ ~f=1 t ir / i ,  where (tl . . . .  , tg )EC g is arbitrary and 
{r/i, i= 1, ... ,g} is a basis for the space of  holomorphic 1-forms for G. 
The determination as to which ~b(t , ..... tg) are integrable is equivalent o the 
determination of  the vectors (tl . . . . .  tg) ~ C g for which ~b(tl ..... t~) is locally in- 
tegrable at the pole(s) with negative residue(s) s iEF  Vi= 1 , . . . ,N=deg(D) ,  
where n(si)= s/*. A 1-connection ~ with Laurent expansion ear z0 of the form 
v -1  oo 
~o(z) - + 2 ai ( z -  Zo) i, with v ~ Z- ,  
Z - -  Z0  i=0 
is locally integrable at Zo iff the coefficient Qlvl(ao' ... , a lvl - x) of ( t -  Zo)- 1 in 
the integrand of  the formal solution 
z l 
f (z )  = S exp [I ~o(w)dwl dt 
of Olf=~o is 0; Qlvl(ao,...,alvi_l) is a polynomial in the coefficients 
ao . . . . .  alvl_ l of  ~0 (not a I . . . . .  alv L, as mistakenly asserted in [13]). Note that 
v = - 1 at the point(s) si and that Ql(ao)= a0. Let q~(t, ..... t,) have Laurent ex- 
pansion(s) near the point(s) si of the form 
-2  g 
q~(t, ..... t~)(zi) = - -  + (Aoi+ ~ tjr/j(si)) + higher order terms, 
Z i j=  1 
where each zi is an analytic local coordinate satisfying zi (si)= 0 V i= 1, ... ,N  
and Aoi is the 0th Laurent coefficient of q~(0 ..... 0) near si. Thus, q~(t, ..... te ) is in- 
tegrable iff 
g 
Ql(aoi) =aoi=Aoi + E tjr/j(si)=O V i= 1, . . . ,N ,  
j= i  
or, equivalently, (tl . . . . .  tg) satisfies 
(5) - ! = i ! 
AON .j r/l (SN)""  r/g(SN) • 
The proof  splits naturally into two cases. 
Case 1. If N=0 (or equivalently, deg(B*)=2g-2) ,  then no pole of 
q~t, ..... t,) has a negative residue. The remarks following Definition 3 imply 
that all 1-connections in the g-dimensional linear manifold 
{ qs~t, ..... t~), V(tl . . . . .  re) E C g } 
are integrable. 
Case 2. I f  l<__N<g (or equivalently, 2g-2<deg(B*)<4g-2  and deg(B*) 
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is even), then the assumption i (D* )=g-N permits the choice of basis 
{r/i, i= l , . . . ,g}  so that [2] no nontrivial combination of elements of the 
subspace basis {r/i, i= 1 .... ,N} vanishes at D= ~iNl Si, while all elements (if 
any) of the subspace basis {r h, i=N+ 1 . . . . .  g} vanish at D. Hence, (5) is 
equivalent to 
l (6) - • = : : : : AON ] r/1 (SN)"" tlN(SN) 0"" 0 J 
if N<g,  or to 
,7, l °17A0   I l sl,  N sl, Ltll = ~ i 
r/1 (SN)  " "" r/N(SN) tN 
if N=g,  where the square submatrix [r/j(si)li, j= 1 ..... N is of rank N in either 
subcase. If N<g,  the system (6) has solutions (rl .... ,r  N, tN+l . . . . .  tg) with 
(ri . . . . .  rN) ~ C N unique and (tN+ 1,..., tg) ~ C g-N arbitrary, whereas if N= g, 
the system (7) has a unique solution (rl . . . . .  rg). Hence, the conclusion follows 
in either subcase. ]l 
If M is of genus g>__2 and B* is a fixed positive divisor on M of even degree 
satisfying 1 _<N= (deg(B*) - (2g-  2)) /2<g, then X= U{D*} (where the union 
is taken over all D* allowable in Theorem 1) is an open dense complex sub- 
manifold of MN/SN, the space of positive divisors of degree N on M. For each 
D*e  X, choose a particular integrable 1-connection (@ having affine divisor 
B-2D in F, where n*(B-2D)=B*-2D* .  Define Vz~={vlv= ~=, t i r / i  , 
(tl . . . . .  tg)eC g and v(D) =0, where n*(D)=D*},  a g -N=2g-1  -deg(B*) /2  
dimensional vector subspace of the space of holomorphic l-forms for G. There 
is a natural complex analytic vector bundle (E ,X,p)n.  [7] (of rank 
2g-  1 -deg(B *)/2) having total space E = U{(D *, v) lD*e x and v e VD*} and 
projection p : E ~ X defined by p(D*, v) = D*. A vector bundle parametrization 
for the affine structures with fixed nonpolar branch divisor B* and varying sim- 
ple polar divisor D*eX is provided by 
COROLLARY 1. I f  M is of  genus g >_ 2 and B* is a fixed positive divisor of  even 
degree satisfying 2g - 2 < deg(B*) < 4g-  2, then the map h(D*, o) = o + ~@ 
defines a bijection between the total space E of  (E, X, P)B* and {integrable 
1-connections for G with affine divisors X = B-  2D in t7, where n*(D ) = D * ~ X 
is arbitrary and n*(B)=B*}.  
PROOF. The existence and surjectivity of h follows from Theorem 1. The in- 
jectivity of h follows from Theorem 1 and the observation that the residue(s) 
of ~@ at its pole(s) with negative residue(s) determine D*. ] ] 
A preliminary description on an rbitrary torus of the projective structures 
with one branch point is given by 
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LEMMA 2. I f  M is o f  genus g = 1 and I.t e Z + - { 1 }, then there is a canonical 
bijection between {projective structures on M with branch divisor B*= 
=(/~- 1)r~(Zo)} and {integrable 2-connections for  G o f  the form O(z,u)(z)= 
= ((1 - ~2)/2) ff(z - Zo) + 2, )t ~ C } where ~(z) is the Weierstrass ~-function [6] 
fo r  G. 
REMARK 4. The set I .=  {21~0(x,u ) is integrable} parametrizes the projective 
structures having a single fixed branch point of ramification order/1. 
PROOF. Let F contain Zo. Definition 3 and the Laurent expansion for 
~(z-Zo) together imply that a 2-connection (0has branch divisor B = (~-  1)z0 
in F iff ~o(z)=((1-¢t2)/2) ~(z-zo)+~On(Z), where ~o n is elliptic for G and is 
holomorphic in F except for at most a simple pole at Zo- Hence 0H(Z) ------ ;t e C. 
Also, B*=zc*(B). The conclusion follows from Lemma 0. I t 
A partial determination asto which of the 2-connections q)(x, u) in Lemma 2 
are integrable is provided by 
THEOREM 2. I f  M & o f  genus g = I and I u = {2 [ ~o(z ' u) is integrable} then: 
i) I u = C i f f  I1(> 3) is odd, 
ii) I 2 = {0}, 
iii) /4 = { 181/f-~4,- 181/i~4 }, where c4 = ~ 1 - -  coeL(031,032), 03¢0, 034 ) 
iv) I fp~Z + -{1},  then card(Iu) ¢ +1, -~ +2 . . . . .  
I f  p is even and 6_p<_30, then O<card(Iu)<_p/2. 
REMARK 5. Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 together imply that the projective struc- 
tures on M having a single branch point n(Z0) of odd ramification order bt(>__ 3) 
form a 1-(complex)-parameter family. Also, there is only one structure with 
branch point re(z0) if/.t = 2 and at most two structures if/~ = 4. An elementary 
calculation shows that the modular 2-form [5] c4(r) ( r= o32/o91) vanishes only 
for r in the orbit of e i~r/3 under the elliptic modular group. Hence, the struc- 
tures represented by ~0( ~8¢ffo~,,4 ) and O(_ 181/'[~4,4) coalesce only on this special 
torus. 
PROOF. The 2-connection ~o(a,u) is integrable iff it is locally integrable at its 
pole Zo. The Laurent expansion for ~o(x,u) near Zo is of the form 
1 _p2 
¢~a,,)(z) = 2(z_ Zo)2 + .~_E ~ B~(z- Zo) ~, 
where 
fli = 0 V odd i, 
~=;t ,  
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1 _/./2 
fli = - - (1  + i)ci+ 2 
2 
1 
V even i _2 ,  with c~= ~ °~ . . 
~o ~ L(tol, co2), oa~O 
Local integrability of tp(z,u ) at Zo is equivalent o Pu(fl-~,flo .... ,flu-z) =0, 
where the polynomial [13] 
(i~ ..... i x ) 
depends only on /~, has leading term a(u,0 ..... 0)x~ (with acu, o ..... 0):~0), and 
satisfies • kik=p for each multi-index (i I . . . . .  iu). 
If p (_3)  is odd, then the oddness of ~ ki k (for each multi-index) implies 
that each term of Pu(fl-l, flo . . . . .  flu-2) contains a factor of the form 
x~=fl~_2,  where N, N -2  and i N are odd. Since fli=O if i is odd, 
Pu(fl-1, flo . . . . .  f lu_2)=0 irrespective of the choice of f10=2 and g~,u) is in- 
tegrable V2 ~ C. 
If p=2,  then PE(Xl ' x2)=xE+2x2, fl-1 =0, and rio=).. Hence, PE(fl-l, rio) = 
= P2(0, 2)= 22 vanishes iff ). = 0 and only ~P(o, 2~ is integrable. 
If p = 4, then P4(xl, x 2, x 3, x 4) = el x4 + eEX~X 2 + e3xlx 3+x 2 + 8x4 (where 
81, 82, ~:3 ~ C) ,  f l _  1 = fl l  = 0, flo = ~-, and fiE = -- ~ C4" Hence, P4(fl- 1, flo, i l l ,  fiE) = 
=P4(0, 2, 0, -~  c4)=). 2 -  180c 4 vanishes iff )t = _+~ and only q~(~,4)  
and q~(_ lSl/i-~, 4) are integrable. 
Since ~ ki k =p, the polynomial in ). 
Pu(~- l ,  ,~ . . . . .  f lu -2 )  = X C¢(i I..... i u )~ i l - l~ i2""~ipx -2  
(h ..... ix) 
has degree satisfying O<_degz(Pu)=MAX{i2, for all nonvanishing terms in 
Pu(fl-1, 2 .... .  flu-2)} _<p/2. 
Hence, there are two cases: 
Case 1. If degz(Pu)>0, then O<card(Iu)<p/2. 
Case 2. If deg~(Pu)=0, then either Pu(fl_l,2 . . . . .  flu_2)=0 V2~C and 
Iu= C or Pu(fl- l, ;t . . . . .  f l /~_2):#:0 VX ~ C and Iu=O. 
Furthermore, if p is even and 6_<p_< 30, then a computer calculation (which 
we omit) using numerical analysis demonstrates that the coefficient 
a(O,p/2,0 . . . . .  O) of x~/2 in Pu(xl ... . .  xu) is not zero. Hence, 
Pu(fl-1, ,~ .... .  flu-a) has at least one nonvanishing term involving 2 and Case 1 
must hold. 1[ 
In view of part (iv) of Theorem 2 and its proof, it is reasonable to state the 
CONJECTURE. O<card(Iu)<_p/2 if p(>30)  is even. 
The deformations associated with the q~(z,u) in Theorem 2 are partially 
described by 
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THEOREM 3. I f  M is of  genus g = 1, then: 
i) for  any integrable ~o(~,u ) and 2-deformation (q/, f )  satisfying 02f= q)(x,u), 
the group q/(G) is nontrivial. In particular, qJ(G)=D 2 (the Klein 4-group) if  
~(__.2) is even. 
ii) the functions 
0)1-{-('02 -e l+  -Zo -e2 .t~o, 2)(z) = g z -  Zo 2 2 
with 
and 
e i=~(~) ,  i=1 ,2  
z-zo-k O-2(t + k) 
f/~(Z) = - k trz(t)tr2(k) 
e- a~(k)t dt with k ~ C-  L(o91, o92), 
where ~, tr, and ( are the Weierstrass functions [6, 14] for  G, satisfy 
O2f(0, 21 = ~°(0, E/ and 02f  +_ k = ~0(_ 2~(k), 31, respectively, and determine all pro- 
jective structures on M with one branch point n(Zo) of  ramification order 2 or 
3, respectively. 
REMARK 6. For even /./(>2) and integrable ~o(~,u )  DE is the monodromy 
group [I] of the differential equation 
y, ,+ (P(~,u) -0  
2 y -  
on M. Thus, (p(a, u) determines a projective structure with no subordinate affine 
structure. 
Each 2-connection (p(x, 31 determines a projective structure with either two 
subordinate affine structures represented by the 1-deformations fk and f -k  
(2 = - 2 ~'(k) = - 2 ~( -  k)) if k e C -  L(o91/2, 092/2) or with one subordinate 
affine structure represented by fk (2=-2~' (k ) )  if keL(o9 J2 ,  o92/2)- 
-L(col ,  o92). Remark 2 implies that these are the only subordinate affine 
structures. 
PROOF. Let (q/,f) satisfy O2f=(p(X,U) and gt(G)=M. Thus, fort  -1 :M~P is 
a (single-valued) meromorphic function with one branch point re(z0) of 
ramification order ~ and with total branch order b=/~-1 .  However, the 
Riemann-Hurwitz relation implies b >_ 2/1 and the contradiction ~_  - 1. Hence, 
q/(G)~id. 
G(~-rq(M)) is generated by Ai(z)=z+ogi,  i=1, 2, where Im(o92/eOl)>O. 
Any 2-deformation (g,, f )  of G is 2-equivalent o a 2-deformation with 
homomorphism r : G ~ M6b (r conjugate in M6b to ~u) of one of the following 
forms [4]: 
(A) "c(Ai)(w ) = a i w with a i E C*, i = 1, 2, 
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(B) z(A i)(w) = w + b i with b i ~ C, i = 1, 2, 
(--  1) i-1 
(C) r (A i ) (w)  = i= 1, 2. 
w 
If  (~ , f )  satisfies 02f=~ocx, u~ for even p and u/ is  conjugate to r of  form (A) 
or (B), then (~, f )  represents a project ive structure with a subord inate  aff ine 
structure of  odd branch degree p -  1, thereby contradict ing Lemma 1. Hence, 
must be conjugate to r of  form (C) and r (G) - -D2=~/(G) .  
Elementary Schwarzian derivative computat ions,  which we omit ,  show that 
O2f(0, 2~(z) = - ~- ~(z  - Zo) = (0(0, 2~(z) and that 02fek(Z  ) = -- 4 ~(Z -- ZO)-- 2 ~(k)  = 
=~0(_2~(k~,31(Z), where the constant 2=-2  ~°(k) assumes arb i t rary  complex 
values [14] for ke  C-L (o  h ,  092). Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 together imply that 
the deformat ions  f~0,2~ and fk  (Vk~C-L(co i ,  °)2)) determine all project ive 
structures on M with a single branch point  ~z(z0) of  ramif icat ion order 2 or 3, 
respectively. 1] 
Theorem 3 has the fol lowing 
COROLLARY 2. I f  M is o f  genus g = 1 and ~/~ HOM(G,  M6b),  then there is a 
projective structure (possibly branched) on M represented by a 2-deformation 
(~,, f )  realizing ~. 
PROOF. As in the proo f  of  Theorem 3, g, is conjugate in M6b to a 
r : G--* M6b o f  form (A), (B) or (C). The meromorph ic  solut ions to the classical 
mult ipl icat ive and addit ive character  problems on M are deformat ions  realizing 
forms (A) or  (B), respectively, while the deformat ions  corresponding to in- 
tegrable (p(~, ~) for even p realize form (C). ] [ 
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